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ABSTRACTWe address the following question: is the Causal Coupling method as strong as the Con-ductance method in showing rapid mixing of Markov Chains? A causal coupling is acoupling which uses only past and present information, but not information about thefuture. We answer the above question in the negative by showing that there exists abipartite graph G such that any causal coupling argument on the Jerrum-Sinclair Markovchain for sampling almost uniformly from the set of perfect and near perfect matchingsof G must necessarily take time exponential in the number of vertices in G. In contrast,the above Markov chain on G has been shown to mix in polynomial time using conduc-tance arguments. An extended abstract of this work appeared in the Proceedings of the40th IEEE Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science, 1999. c John Wiley &Sons, Inc.Keywords: Coupling, Conductance, Markov Chains, Rapid MixingD R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



21. INTRODUCTIONSimulating a rapidly mixing Markov chain is a popular method to construct analmost uniform sampling scheme for an exponentially large population. A rigorousanalysis of the e�ciency of this method was pioneered by Broder [3] in his seminalpaper on the approximation of the permanent (i.e., approximately counting thenumber of perfect matchings in a given bipartite graph). Since then this techniquehas been applied to many problems in approximate counting and sampling [14]-[19].Techniques for showing Rapid Mixing. The main challenge in using the abovetechnique is to bound the mixing time of the Markov chain in question. Broder useda technique called coupling to show that the mixing time was polynomial, providedthe ratio of the number of near perfect matchings (i.e., those with all but onevertex on either side matched) to perfect matchings is polynomial. Coupling wasknown earlier as a method to prove that a given chain achieves the right stationarydistribution [20, 24]. Aldous [1] was the �rst to use coupling to show rapid mixing.We will describe this technique in detail shortly. However, as pointed out by Mihail[23], there was an error in Broder's coupling argument. Jerrum and Sinclair [17]later showed that Broder's chain (actually a slight variant of it) mixes rapidly usinga completely di�erent technique, which involved showing that the underlying graphhad large conductance, by demonstrating the existence of several canonical pathswith low edge congestion.The Coupling Method. The coupling argument to show that a given Markovchain mixes rapidly starting from initial distribution �0 proceeds as follows.Consider two processes X , Y on the same state space as the above Markov chain,with the following properties. X is copy of the above Markov chain and starts fromthe stationary distribution. Y starts from the distribution �0 and makes its movesdependent on the moves of X . However, Y by itself is also a faithful copy of theoriginal chain, i.e., for all pairs of states a; b, the transition probability of Y froma to b, given it is in state a, is identical to the corresponding probability for theoriginal Markov chain. Thus, if Xt;Yt denote the respective states at time instantt, then Yt could be dependent on X0; : : :Xt and on Y0 : : :Yt�1, as long as Y remainsD R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



3faithful to the original chain. So, in general, while X is Markovian, Y could be aNon-Markovian process.The random variable of interest is the coupling time, which is the least time in-stant t at which Xt = Yt. Clearly, once Xt = Yt, the two processes can make iden-tical moves subsequently and always be in identical states. The Coupling Lemma[15, 1] states that the probability that the coupling time exceeds some value t isan upper bound on the variation distance between the stationary distribution � ofthe Markov chain under consideration and the distribution of this chain at time tstarting from distribution �0. Therefore, to show rapid mixing, it su�ces to exhibita process Y with the properties of the above paragraph, and then show that thecoupling time is small with high probability.The above de�nition of coupling can in fact be generalized to allow for Y tomake its moves dependent on future moves of X , in addition to the past moves ofX ;Y , i.e., Yt can now depend upon Xt+1;Xt+2, etc. As long as the distribution ofY after t0 steps is identical to the distribution of the original Markov chain aftert0 steps (starting from �0), the Coupling Lemma continues to hold for the valuet0, i.e., the probability that the coupling time exceeds t0 is an upper bound on thevariation distance between the stationary distribution � of the Markov chain underconsideration and the distribution of this chain at time t0 starting from distribution�0.We call couplings which looks into the future Non-Causal, as opposed to Causalcouplings which only use present and past information, i.e., Yt depends only onX0 : : :Xt;Y0 : : :Yt�1.The coupling technique is described in detail in [15, 20]; the former deals onlywith causal couplings. Gri�eath[12] showed that there always exists a maximalcoupling, i.e., a non-causal coupling whose coupling time equals the mixing timeof the Markov chain. Thus, in principle, it is possible to show rapid mixing (if thechain in question indeed mixes rapidly) by setting up an appropriate non-causalcoupling and bounding its coupling time. However, the latter task is typically hard.In this paper, we study only causal couplings.D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



4Coupling v/s Conductance. Jerrum and Sinclair [17] showed that a Markovchain mixes rapidly if and only if it has large conductance. Our original aim was tostudy the following question: is the coupling method as powerful as the conductancemethod for showing rapid mixing? In other words, if the Markov chain in questionhas large conductance, then does it also admit a causal coupling argument, upto polynomial factors? Or can the admissibility of causal coupling arguments becharacterized in terms of some properties of the underlying graph?There are many situations where coupling has been used to show rapid mixing.Some examples are Markov chains related to the following tasks: estimating thevolume of convex bodies [6], counting the number of linear extensions of a partialorder [5], counting k-colourings [4, 14], counting independent sets [22]. There areothers in which conductance has been used, e.g., in Markov chains related to thefollowing tasks: estimating the volume of convex bodies [10, 21], counting matchingsin dense graphs [17], estimating the partition function in the Ising Model [18].To the best of our knowledge, most instances of coupling in the theoretical com-puter science literature seem to actually be causal couplings1. The one exceptionwe know of is the paper by Czumaj et al [8], which uses a non-causal coupling toshow rapid mixing for a chain on permutations. One reason for the popularity ofcausal couplings is the relative ease of setting up and analysing causal couplingsover non-causal ones.Mihail [23] and Sinclair [25] point out that coupling seems ill-suited to proverapid mixing for chains which lack symmetry. Recent work by Burdzy and Kendall[7] gave the �rst formal result on the the weakness of causal couplings. They showedthe existence of chains for which no e�cient causal coupling exists, i.e., there is nocausal coupling which couples at the maximum possible exponential rate, given bythe spectral gap. However, this does not seem to preclude the existence of causalcouplings which couple at \approximately" this maximum rate. On the other hand,there have been recent results [22] where coupling has been used in situations inwhich the underlying Markov chain lacks symmetry.1The coupling used by Broder [3] was Non-Markovian in that it made moves which are functionsof past history, but nevertheless causal.D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



5Our Result. We show that there exists a bipartite graph G with the followingproperty: for any causal coupling argument on the Jerrum-Sinclair chain [17] forsampling perfect and near perfect matchings in G, the probability that the couplingtime is O(cn(1��)) is more than �, for some constant c > 1. The ratio of number ofnear perfect matchings to the number of perfect matchings in G will be polynomial,so that the above chain can be shown to mix in polynomial time using conductancearguments.The bipartite graph G above will have n vertices on either side along with someadditional properties, which will help prove lower bounds on the coupling time.Consider any causal coupling process (i.e., the process (Xt;Yt)) for the Jerrum-Sinclair chain on graph G. The distance d(Xt;Yt) is de�ned to be the size of thesymmetric di�erence between these two perfect or near perfect matchings. We showthe following.(1) If X , Y start from some two �xed states X0;Y0, respectively, then the prob-ability that the coupling time exceeds t is at least �, for all t smaller than1� � times some exponential in d(X0;Y0). In addition, if X starts in � and Ystarts from any arbitrary distribution �0, then most of the probability masswill indeed be on pairs of starting states having distance �(n).(2) The expected coupling time is exponential in n, irrespective of the distancebetween the starting states.Our proof has two main aspects.Bounding Transition Probabilities. The key observation we make is that thecoupling process (Xt;Yt) behaves essentially like a linear chain, i.e., the probabilitythat d(Xt;Yt) < d(Xt�1;Yt�1) for �xed Xt;Yt is only a constant fraction of theprobability that d(Xt;Yt) > d(Xt�1;Yt�1). Showing this involves bounding theprobabilities of distance increasing and distance decreasing transitions for any cou-pling strategy. We show lower bounds on the probabilities of distance increasingtransitions and upper bounds on the probabilities of distance decreasing transitionsfrom every pair of states Xt;Yt for which d(Xt;Yt) is not too large. Certain prop-erties of graph G will be used critically in this process. An important point to benoted is that these bounds need to hold for every coupling strategy; therefore weD R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



6are constrained to using only the fact that X and Y must, individually, be faith-ful copies of the Jerrum-Sinclair chain, and not the exact nature of the couplingstrategy, in deriving them.Expectation and Tail Bounds for the Coupling Time. To bound the couplingtime, we use a submartingale inequality derived along the lines of the inequalitiesin [13]. This inequality essentially states that if the expected change in distanceat each step is a positive constant (i.e., the distance increases) and the maximumabsolute value change in distance at each step is bounded by another constant, then(1) and (2) above hold. An example of such an analysis appears in a paper by Sasakiand Hajek [26]. Their process is layered, with transitions only between adjacentlayers. Our process is more general with transitions going across a constant numberof layers; in addition, the expected change in distance is a positive constant onlyif the current distance is not too large. The submartingale inequality we derivecontinues to hold for these situations.Road-map. Section 2. gives some preliminary de�nitions, a formal de�nition ofthe causal coupling method, and a description of the Jerrum-Sinclair chain. Section3. shows the existence of a graph G with certain properties for which we claim thatany coupling strategy on Jerrum and Sinclair's chain will require time exponentialin n. In Section 4., we will set up the coupling process and bound the probabilitiesof distance modifying transitions in this process. Section 5. will describe a sub-martingale inequality which will be useful in proving bounds on the coupling timeof the above process. Finally, Section 6. will describe the bounding of couplingtime.2. PRELIMINARIESLet G denote any bipartite graph with 2n vertices and let V1; V2 denote the leftand the right vertex sets, respectively, each having n vertices. Let m denote thenumber of edges in G.For a process X , let pX (a; b) denote the probability of the transition from statea to state b, given that the current state is a.D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



7A. The Causal Coupling MethodAll further references to coupling will actually be to causal coupling. Suppose wewish to show that X converges to its stationary distribution � starting at distribu-tion �0.The Coupling ProcessM. We take another copy Y of X , and consider a processM whose state space is the Cartesian product of the state spaces of X and Y . Thisprocess is de�ned as follows. The initial distribution for the states ofM is just �0��.Moves in M from one joint state to another are made according to probabilitiessatisfying the following conditions.Transitions in M. For states of the form (a; a) in M, pM((a; a); (b; b)) equalspX (a; b). The transition probabilities from any other state v = (x; y); x 6= y satisfythe conditions mentioned below. It is important to note that pM(v; w) could be afunction of the history, i.e., the transition probabilities could vary with time. Wedo not show the dependence on time for notational convenience, but it should betreated as implicit.1. For each x0 2 X and for each time instant t, Pw2T (x0) pM(v; w) = pX (x; x0),where T (x0) is the set of states in M whose �rst entry is x0.2. For each y0 2 Y and for each time instant t, Pw2T (y0) pM(v; w) = pY (y; y0),where T (y0) is the set of states in M whose second entry is y0.Coupling Strategies. A coupling strategy entails speci�cation of the probabilitiespM(�; �) satisfying the above conditions.The Coupling Lemma. The coupling time is de�ned as the earliest instant atwhich the two components of the state of M become identical. De�ne t� to bethe smallest integer such the probability that the coupling time exceeds t� is below�. The Coupling Lemma [15, 1, 9] states that t� is an upper bound on the timerequired for the chain X to become �-close to � (which means the variation distancebetween the distribution of the chain and � becomes less than �) starting from theinitial distribution �0. We will lower bound t� by 
(cn(1 � �)), for some constantc > 1.D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



8B. The Jerrum-Sinclair ChainThe states in this chain are the perfect and near perfect matchings in a bipartitegraph G = (V1; V2; E). At each state M , this chain does nothing with probability1/2 and chooses an edge e in E uniformly at random with probability 1/2. Thefollowing action is then performed in the latter case.1. If e 2M and M is a perfect matching, e is deleted.2. Suppose M is a near perfect matching. Let e = (u; v). There are two cases.2.1 If u; v are both unmatched in M , then e is added.2.2 If exactly one of u; v is unmatched, then e is added and e0 is deleted,where e0 is the edge in M incident on whichever of u; v is matched; wecall this a swap move.3. If none of the above conditions holds, then no transition is made.3. EXISTENCE OF GRAPH GWe will require the graph G to have the following properties. Below, an n � nbipartite graph denotes a bipartite graph with n vertices on each side.Lemma 3.1. There exists an n � n bipartite graph G satisfying the followingproperties.1. The ratio of the number of near perfect matchings to perfect matchings ispolynomial in n and there are 
( n!cn ) perfect matchings, for some constantc > 1.2. Each vertex has degree at least �n, for some constant � < 1=2.3. For every pair of vertices, the intersection of their neighbourhoods has size atmost �n=2.Proof. Consider a random graph with edges chosen with probability p to be �xedshortly. Jerrum (Theorem 3.14 in [25]) showed that the probability that the ratioof the number of near perfect to perfect matchings is polynomial in n, is at leastD R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



9is 1 � O( 1n ). The probability that a given vertex has fewer than (1 � �)np edgesis at most e��2np=2. The probability that a given pair of vertices has a commonneighbourhood of more than (1+ �)np2, is at most e��2np2=2. The total probabilityof one of these conditions getting violated is thus at most O( 1n ) + ne��2np=2 +n2e��2np2=2; this can be made O( 1n ), if we choose p; �; � to be constants so that(1 � �)p = � and (1 + �)p2 < �=2. It remains to bound the probability that thenumber of perfect matchings is small.Jerrum [16] showed that the variance in the number of perfect matchings overall n� n bipartite graphs with m edges is O( n3m2 ) times the square of the expectednumber of such matchings. Jerrum also showed that this expectation is 
( n!cn ), ifm � n2c . It follows from Chebyshev's inequality that a 1 � O( 1n ) fraction of alln � n bipartite graphs with m edges have 
( n!cn ) perfect matchings, if m � n2c .The random graph generated in the previous paragraph has at least n2c edges withprobability at least 1 � e��(n2), for some appropriate constant c > 1. It is noweasy to see that with probability 1 � O( 1n ), this random graph has 
( n!cn ) perfectmatchings, along with the other conditions in the previous paragraph.4. THE COUPLING PROCESS M FOR GRAPH GThe Coupling Process. Consider a coupling processM on the set of tuples (x; y)of perfect and near perfect matchings of G with a transition from (x; y) to (x0; y0) ifx ! x0 and y ! y0 are transitions in the Jerrum-Sinclair chain. The probabilitiesfor the transitions are determined by the speci�c coupling strategy used.Partitioning the States. The states of the above coupling chain are partitionedinto layers L(i), i = 0 : : : 2n, where L(i) contains all (x; y) such that jx� yj = i (�denotes the symmetric di�erence). Each set L(i) is further partitioned into two setsTop(i) and Bot(i), where Bot(i) = f(x; y)j9 vertex v 2 G which is unmatched inexactly one of x; yg and Top(i) = f(x; y)j either both x and y are perfect matchingsor both are near perfect matchings with the same unmatched vertices g.D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



10A move in M from L(i) to L(j), is called leftwards or distance reducing if j < i,and rightwards or distance increasing if j > i. We assume that all transitions fromvertices in L(0) are to other vertices in L(0).Initial Distribution. Note that for any perfect or near perfect matching M , thenumber of perfect and near perfect matchings with symmetric di�erence at mostn=4 (with respect to M) is bounded by n� nn=4�(n4 )!, which is a negligible fractionof n!cn , the number of perfect matchings in G (see Lemma 3.1). Thus almost all(1� c0n, for some constant c0 < 1) of the probability mass of the initial distribution�0 � � will lie on vertices in L(i), i � n=4. Here �0 is the initial distribution forthe Jerrum-Sinclair chain on graph G and � is its stationary distribution. Forsimplicity, we assume that the chain M begins at some state in L(i), i � n=4.A. Bounds of Transition Probabilities in MWe bound the transition probabilities from each state. Ideally, we would like thateach state has small leftwards probability and large rightwards probability. Theleftwards probability from every state is indeed small. However, note that smallleftwards probability does not automatically imply large rightwards probability asthere could be transitions within the same layer. Therefore, it is not su�cientto just show that the leftwards probability is small. As we shall show in Lemma4.2 and Lemma 4.3, vertices in Bot() have small leftwards probability and largerightwards probability for any coupling strategy, as desired. Unfortunately, forvertices in Top(), there are coupling strategies which ensure low or zero rightwardsprobability. However, as we show in Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, the transitionprobabilities from vertices in Bot() to vertices in Top() is small in any couplingstrategy; further, from vertices in Top(), there are transitions only to vertices inBot(). This e�ectively ensures that the lack of large rightwards probabilities atvertices in Top() does not translate to large leftwards probabilities on the whole.There is one additional caveat. Lemma 4.2 and 4.3 show that leftwards proba-bilities of vertices in Bot(i) are small and rightwards probabilities are large, onlyas long as the symmetric di�erence i is some small enough constant fraction of n.This needs to be kept in mind for the subsequent analysis.D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



11Lemma 4.1. No transition in M can change the distance by more than 4.Proof. Each transition involves at most 4 edges.Lemma 4.2. For any coupling strategy, the sum of the transition probabilitiesfrom (x; y) 2 Bot(i) to vertices in L(j), j < i, is at most 2i+1m .Proof. Without loss of generality, assume x is a near perfect matching. A moveby x is distance reducing only if one of the following holds.1. Suppose the move by x is a swap move. Then the edge swapped out of xmust not be in x \ y. Indeed if the edge which is swapped out of x is inx \ y then the move by x will increase the distance by 2 and then the moveby y can at most decrease the distance back by 2. The number of choicesof the edge swapped in so that the edge swapped out is not in x \ y is atmost 2jx� yj � 2i (x� y is the set-theoretic di�erence; also recall that G isa bipartite graph). Therefore, the probability of such an edge being chosenis at most 2i2m in any coupling strategy.2. Suppose the move by x takes it to a perfect matching. In this case, thedistance may or may not decrease depending upon what move y makes. Butthe total probability of x moving to a perfect matching is at most 12m in anycoupling strategy.Thus, the probability that x moves and the distance reduces is at most 2i+12m .Next, if x does not move then there are two cases.First, suppose y is a near perfect matching. Then the probability that y movesand the distance decreases is at most 2i+12m (the proof is similar to the one abovefor x). Second, if y is a perfect matching, then the probability that y moves andthe distance decreases is at most jy�xj2m � i2m (y must choose an edge not in x\ y).It follows that the total probability of distance reduction is at most 2(2i+1)2m =(2i+1)m .Lemma 4.3. For any coupling strategy, the sum of the transition probabilitiesfrom (x; y) 2 Bot(i) to tuples in Bot(i + 1) [ Bot(i + 2) [ Bot(i + 3) [ Bot(i + 4)is at least �n=2�i�22m .D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



12Proof. Since (x; y) 2 Bot(i), one of the following conditions holds:1. x is a near perfect matching and y is a perfect matching.2. x is a perfect matching and y is a near perfect matching.3. x and y are near perfect matchings with at most one common unmatchedvertex.We consider the �rst and the third cases in turn. The second case is symmetric tothe �rst.x is near perfect, y is perfect. Let a 2 V1 and b 2 V2 be the unmatchedvertices in x. We consider just one situation in which the distance increases andthe resulting tuple (x0; y0) is also in Bot(j), j > i. This situation is when x picksedge e = (a; u), where (u; u0) 2 x\y and moves to x0 = x+e�(u; u0). The distancebetween x and y increases by 2 in the process, i.e., jx0 � yj = jx � yj + 2. y canmove to y0 either by doing nothing or by deleting some edge, which still results in anet increase of distance by at least 1. Further u0 and b are the unmatched verticesin x0 and since (u0; b) 62 y, at least one of them is matched in y0, implying that(x0; y0) 2 Bot(j), j > i.The number of edges e = (a; u), where (u; u0) 2 x \ y is at least �n � jx � yj.Therefore, probability of choosing such edges is at least �n�jx�yj2m � �n�jx�yj2m ��n�i2m , for any coupling strategy.x; y are both near perfect. Suppose x has vertices a 2 V1 and b 2 V2 unmatchedand y has vertices c 2 V1 and d 2 V2 unmatched. Without loss of generality, assumethat b and d are distinct while c could be the same as a.We will look at just one class of moves for x, which will increase distance by2. These moves will occur with probability at least �n=2�jx�yj2m . Then, we willshow that at most two choices of moves for y can reduce the distance if x makes amove in the above class; further, these choices will reduce the distance by 2 makingthe net change in distance 0 and each will occur with probability at most 12m . Inaddition, we will show that if x makes a move in the above class and y does notmake any of the above two possible moves then the resulting tuple (x0; y0) will bein Bot(j), j > i. Thus the net probability of a move to Bot(j), j > i, is at leastD R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



13�n=2�jx�yj2m � 22m = �n=2�i�22m , for any coupling strategy. Note that in calculatingthe probability that x makes a move in the above class and y does not make any ofthe above two possible moves, we have not assumed anything about the probabilitydistribution of the joint move.The above class of moves for x involves choosing an edge e = (b; u), where u isnot adjacent to d and (u; u0) is a matching edge in both x and y, for some u0 2 V2.By Lemma 3.1, there are at least �n=2 vertices in V1 which are adjacent to b butnot to d. Thus, there are at least �n=2� jx� yj � �n=2� jx� yj edges which arein x \ y and whose endpoint in V1 is adjacent to b but not to d. Therefore, theabove choice of moves occurs with probability at least �n=2�jx�yj2m and results in anincrease in distance by 2. The only moves for y which could decrease the distanceback by 2 are when it chooses the unique edge (c; c0) 2 x, if any, or the unique edge(d; d0) 2 x. If neither of these happens, then y either does nothing or swaps in anedge which is not in x; the distance cannot decrease back by 2 in either case. Theprobability of y choosing (c; c0) or (d; d0) is 22m , for any coupling strategy. Finally,u0 2 V2 is unmatched in x0 and must be matched in y0, as (u; u0) 2 y and (d; u) isnot an edge in G; therefore (x0; y0) is in Bot(j), j > i.Lemma 4.4. For any coupling strategy, the sum of the transition probabilitiesfrom (x; y) 2 Bot(i) to tuples in Top(i); T op(i+ 1) is at most i+32m .Proof. We enumerate all possibilities of moving to Top(j), j = i; i + 1, from(x; y) and verify the claim. Without loss of generality, assume x is a near perfectmatching. There are two cases. The state resulting from this move is either a pairof perfect matchings or a pair of near perfect matchings with identical unmatchedvertices. The former possibility happens with probability at most 12m for any cou-pling strategy, because exactly one edge can make x a perfect matching. Now weconsider the latter possibility. There are two cases.First, consider the case when x is a near perfect matching with vertices a andb unmatched and y is a perfect matching. When x moves to another near perfectmatching x0, one of a; b remains unmatched. Then y must delete either the match-ing edge incident on a or that incident on b to achieve the same pair of unmatchedD R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



14vertices as in x0; this happens with probability at most 22m , for any coupling strat-egy.Second, consider the case when x is a near perfect matching with vertices a andb unmatched and y is a near perfect matching with vertices c and d unmatched,b 6= d. We show that if a 6= c then there are exactly two swap moves for x whichmay lead to the unmatched vertices in x0; y0 being identical. The probability ofthese moves is at most 22m . We also show that if a = c, then there are at mostjx�yj moves for x which may lead to the unmatched vertices in x0; y0 being identicaland (x0; y0) being in Top(i) [ Top(i+ 1) (actually, (x0; y0) will always be in Top(i)for these moves). The probability of these moves is at most jx�yj2m = i2m .Suppose a 6= c. Then x must choose either the edge (a; c0), if any, such that(c; c0) 2 x, or the edge (d0; b), if any, such that (d0; d) 2 x. The �rst leads to b; cbeing unmatched and the second to a; d being unmatched. These are the only pairsthat can be unmatched in x0 if the unmatched vertices in x0; y0 are identical.Next, suppose a = c. Since x0 and y0 have to have the same unmatched vertices,a must either be matched in both of x0; y0 or be unmatched in both of them. In fact,a must be unmatched in x0 and y0, otherwise b would be unmatched in x0 and d iny0 and since b 6= d, (x0; y0) will not be in Top(j) for any j. Let g denote the othercommon unmatched vertex in x0; y0. Let (g0; g) be the unique edge in x incident ong. We claim that (g0; g) must be in x� y, for if (g0; g) 2 x \ y then x must choose(g0; b) and y must choose (g0; d) so that the unmatched vertices become identical;but this causes the distance to increase by 2, and (x0; y0) would end up in Top(i+2)instead of Top(i)[Top(i+1). Thus, there are only jx� yj � jx� yj moves for x.Lemma 4.5. For any coupling strategy, the sum of the transition probabilitiesfrom (x; y) 2 Top(i) to tuples in Top(j) is 0 for all j 6= i. Further, the sum of thetransition probabilities to tuples in Bot(j) is 0 for all j < i� 2.Proof. First, suppose x and y are both perfect matchings. There are two possibil-ities: either only one of x; y deletes an edge or both x and y delete an edge each. Ifonly one of x; y deletes an edge, the resulting tuple is in Bot(i � 1) or Bot(i + 1).If both x and y delete the same edge, the distance remains unchanged and (x0; y0)remains in Top(i). And if x and y delete di�erent edges, the distance changes by atD R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



15most two and the resulting unmatched vertices in x0; y0 are not identical. Therefore,(x0; y0) is in one of Bot(i� 2); : : : ; Bot(i+ 2) in this case.Second, suppose both x and y are near perfect matchings with unmatched ver-tices a 2 V1 and b 2 V2. The possible moves are:1. Both x and y add (a; b): the distance remains unchanged and (x0; y0) 2 Top(i).2. x adds edge (a; b) and y does not add (a; b): x becomes a perfect matchingwhile y remains a near perfect matching. y could, of course, make a swapmove. But no matter what swap move it makes, the distance must alwaysincrease either by 1 or by 3. Therefore (x0; y0) 2 Bot(i+1)[Bot(i+3). Thecase when y adds edge (a; b) and x doesn't is symmetric.3. x swaps in an edge (a; c); c 6= b, and y doesn't move: the distance changesby at most 2 and the unmatched vertices in x0; y0 are not identical. The casewhen y swaps in such an edge and x does not move is symmetric.4. Both x and y swap in the same edge (a; c); c 6= b: Let (c1; c) be the matchingedge in x and (c2; c) be the matching edge in y. If c1 = c2, the distanceis unchanged and (x0; y0) remains in Top(i). And if c1 6= c2, the distancereduces by two but (x0; y0) is in Bot(i � 2) because x0 has c1; b unmatchedwhile y0 has c2; b unmatched. The case when both x and y swap in the sameedge (c; b); c 6= a, is symmetric.5. x and y pick distinct edges (a; c); (a; d); c 6= d, respectively: Let (c0; c) bethe matching edge in x and (d0; d) be the matching edge in y. If c0 = d0,the distance does not change and (x0; y0) is in Top(i). And if c0 6= d0, thenthe unmatched vertices in x0; y0 are not identical and the distance cannotdecrease, i.e., (x0; y0) 2 Bot(i)[ � � � [Bot(i+4). The case when x and y pickdistinct edges (c; b); (d; b); c 6= d, respectively, is symmetric.6. x picks (a; c); c 6= b and y picks (d; b); d 6= a: (x0; y0) 2 Bot(j) for some jbecause a is unmatched in y0 but not in x0. The distance cannot reduce inthe process since (a; c); (d; b) are not present in x [ y. The case when y picks(a; c); c 6= b and x picks (d; b); d 6= a, is symmetric.D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



165. A SUBMARTINGALE INEQUALITYWe �rst derive a useful theorem to bound the coupling time, along the lines of theinequalities in [13].Theorem 5.1. Let X0; X1; X2; � � � be a sequence of random variables with thefollowing properties (for some R;�;M > 0):1. Xi � 0, 8i; i � 0. Further Xi = 0) Xi+1 = 0, 8i; i � 0.2. jXi �Xi�1j � �, 8i; i � 1.3. E(Xi �Xi�1jXi�1; 0 < Xi�1 � R) �M , 8i; i � 1.Let T be the random variable de�ned as minfi � 0jXi = 0g. ThenPr(T � tjX0) � e�MX0�2 + te�M(R��)�2.Proof. Let � denote M�2 > 0. First, using Markov's inequality:Pr(T � tjX0) = Pr(Xt � 0jX0)= Pr(e��Xt � 1jX0)� EXt(e��Xt jX0)We will show the following bound (to be proved shortly).EXi(e��Xi jXi�1) � e��Xi�1 + e��(R��); 8i � 1 (5.1)Using this claim repeatedly below, the theorem follows.EXt (e��Xt jX0) = EXt�1 (EXt(e��Xt jXt�1)jX0)� EXt�1 (e��Xt�1 + e��(R��)jX0)� EXt�1 (e��Xt�1 jX0) + e��(R��)� e��X0 + te��(R��)= e�MX0�2 + te�M(R��)�2D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



17The last equality follows by substituting for �.It remains to prove (5.1). The left-hand-side of (5.1) is conditioned on a �xedvalue of Xi�1. When Xi�1 = 0, Xi = 0 (from the �rst condition of the theorem),and the equation is trivially true. So assume that Xi�1 > 0. This implies:EXi (e��Xi jXi�1;Xi�1 > 0)� EXi(e��Xi jXi�1; 0 < Xi�1 � R) +EXi(e��Xi jXi�1;Xi�1 > R > 0)� EXi(e��Xi jXi�1; 0 < Xi�1 � R) + e��(R��)= e��Xi�1EXi(e��(Xi�Xi�1)jXi�1; 0 < Xi�1 � R) + e��(R��)The second inequality follows from condition (2) in the theorem, and the fact that� > 0. We prove below that EXi(e��(Xi�Xi�1)jXi�1; 0 < Xi�1 � R) � 1, and (5.1)then follows.We use the following fact. Suppose A and B are random variables having thesame expectation. Further suppose that B takes on just two extreme values whileA takes values in between these two extreme values. Let f be any convex function.Then E(f(A)) � E(f(B)).Let EXi (Xi �Xi�1jXi�1; 0 < Xi�1 � R) = Mi. Note that Mi � M > 0 (fromcondition (3) of the theorem). Consider a random variable B which takes the value� with probability 12 (1 + Mi� ) and �� with probability 12 (1� Mi� ); its expectationis Mi, which equals of EXi(Xi � Xi�1jXi�1; 0 < Xi�1 � R). Then we obtain, asrequired:EXi(e��(Xi�Xi�1)jXi�1; 0 < Xi�1 � R) � E(e��B)= 12(1� Mi� )e�� + 12(1 + Mi� )e���� 12(1� M� )e�� + 12(1 + M� )e���� 12(e(�M�+��) + e(M����))= 1D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



18The last equality is by substituting for �. The second inequality follows from thefact that the right hand side can be rewritten as 12 (e��+e���)�Mi� (e���e���) �12 (e�� + e���)� M� (e�� � e���).6. BOUNDING THE COUPLING TIMETheorem 5.1 can be used for our situation with the following parameters.De�ning Xi;�: X0 is de�ned as the layer number of the starting vertex. Recallthat X0 � n=4 with very high probability (see the initial distribution in Section4.). By virtue of Lemma 4.5, we may as well assume that the start vertex is in aBot() set rather than a Top() set.For i > 0, Xi is de�ned as follows. If Xi�1 = 0 then Xi = 0. Otherwise, Xi isthe layer number of the �rst state A reached in M with the following properties:1. A 62 L(Xi�1).2. A is in some Bot() set or in L(0).By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.5, we can set � to 8. Note that all Xi's are non-negative.Let pi = �n=2�Xi�1�22m and qi = 4Xi�1+2+Xi�1+32m = 5(Xi�1+1)2m . We need the follow-ing lemma.Lemma 6.1. Pr(Xi > Xi�1jXi�1) � pipi+qiProof. Note that Xi 6= Xi�1. The conditioning on Xi�1 above indicates that Xiis de�ned by simulatingM starting from a state in B(Xi�1) drawn according someprobability distribution, until a state in either Bot(j); j 6= Xi�1 or L(0) is reached;Xi is the layer number of the state reached.Clearly, Xi > Xi�1 if the �rst vertex visited on leaving B(Xi�1) is in Bot(Xi�1+1)[ � � � [Bot(Xi�1+4); by Lemma 4.3, this must happen with probability at leastpi.By Lemma 4.5, it follows that Xi < Xi�1 only if the �rst vertex visited afterleaving B(Xi�1) for the last time (note that the simulation could exit and revisitB(Xi�1) several times before the event de�ning Xi occurs) is either in L(j); j < i orD R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



19in one of Top(Xi�1); T op(Xi�1+1). By Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.4, this probabilityis at most qi.The lemma follows.De�ning M;R: De�ne R = �n for some constant � satisfying 20(R+1)�n=2�R�2 � 14 .Using Lemma 6.1 and the fact that � = 8, we bound EXi(Xi � Xi�1jXi�1; 0 <Xi�1 � R) as follows.EXi(Xi �Xi�1jXi�1; 0 < Xi�1 � R) � 1:pipi + qi � 8:qipi + qi� pi � 8qi2pi= 12 � 4qipi= 12 � 20(Xi�1 + 1)�n=2�Xi�1 � 2� 12 � 20(R+ 1)�n=2�R� 2� 1=4So we set M to 14 .Applying Theorem 5.1. With the above mentioned values of � = 8, M = 14 ,R = �n, X0 � n=4, the previous theorem yields the following for the coupling timeT . Recall that t� is de�ned as the earliest instant at which the probability that thecoupling time exceeds t� falls below �. Then:1� � � Pr(T � t�jX0) � t�e��(n)It follows that t� � (1� �)e�(n).In addition, the theorem can be used to bound the expected coupling time,E(T jX0), by 
(e�(n)), even when 0 < X0 = O(1). This is shown as follows:E(T jX0) = Xt�0 Pr(T > tjX0)D R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T



20 � Xt�0maxf0; (1� e�MX0�2 � te�M(R��)�2 )g� Xt�0maxf0; (1� e� M�2 � te��(n))g� Xt�0maxf0; (�(1)� te��(n))g= 
(e�(n))Thus, we have proved the following theorem.Theorem 6.2. Consider any causal coupling process for the Jerrum-Sinclairchain. The probability that this process has coupled exceeds 1 � � only after time
((1� �)e�(n)). In addition, the expected coupling time starting at any state in thecoupling process is 
(e�(n)).7. CONCLUSIONSWe have shown that causal coupling is not powerful enough to prove rapid mixingof the Jerrum-Sinclair chain on certain graphs. Curiously, our argument does notgo through directly for Broder's original chain [3], due to the one-sided nature of itsmoves (the edge swapped in is always incident on the unmatched vertex in V1, theleft side of G). It would be interesting to see whether our result can be extendedto Broder's chain as well. Another question is whether our result can be extendedto a larger class of Markov chains; we leave this as an open problem.8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSWe thank Vivek Borkar for several very useful discussions related to this work. Wethank Ravi Kannan for listening to early versions of the proof. We thank AlistairSinclair and an anonymous referee for pointing out to us the existence of maximalnon-causal couplings [12]. We also thank the above referee for informing us of[7], which deals with issues related to those addressed in this paper. We thankD R A F T March 19, 2000, 9:23pm D R A F T
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